
Reasoning Errors 
Logic & Form



Material & Formal Errors in Writing
Material and formal errors do not mean the conclusion of an argument is wrong, 
only that the information or form of the argument is wrong, and therefore the 
conclusion is unreliable.

MATERIAL ERROR: An error of fact

FORMAL ERROR: An error in the structure of the argument



MATERIAL ERROR
“All Canadians like Opera.  Therefore, Max Swinson, a Canadian, 
must like opera.”

If it was true that all Canadians like opera, it would be true that Max 
Swinson likes opera.  However, it is materially incorrect that all 
Canadians like opera.



FORMAL ERROR
“Some Canadians like Opera.  Therefore, Max Swinson, a Canadian, 
must like opera.”

It IS true that some Canadians like opera; but the mere fact of being a 
Canadian does not therefore mean that any Canadian likes opera.



FALLACIES (FORMAL ERRORS)
Here are the most common fallacies in arguments:

CIRCULAR ARGUMENT: confusing the conclusion with the cause

AD HOMINEM: Attacking a person rather than their argument

IRRELEVANCY: Using evidence that is not relevant to an argument

GENERALIZATION: Making sweeping claims without evidence.



CIRCULAR ARGUMENT
“Coffee is really bad for you.  The government should therefore pass legislation to 
either ban coffee, or tax coffee manufacturers to help pay for the medical costs”

FIX:

“Numerous studies show that increased coffee consumption can lead to higher 
heart issues (citations).  Therefore the government should pass legislation…”



AD HOMINEM
“Hitler was a terrible person.  Therefore all his actions while Chancelor of 
Germany were terrible.”

FIX:

Hitler improved the German economy and got it out of post-WW1 debt.  However, 
he did so while dragging the entire world into a devastating war, and initiating 
one of the worst genocides in human history.”



IRRELEVANCY
“Ontario and Toronto has one of the most expensive transit systems in all of 
Canada.  No wonder the western provinces have rejected Liberal politics.”

FIX:

Ontario and Toronto have the highest transportation system costs in the country.  
This is the reason that 59% of those populations cited for rejecting liberal 
policies.”



GENERALIZATION
“No one likes to be taxed.  Therefore, the government should reduce taxes if they 
want to the win the next election.”

FIX:

Many people have expressed concern about the level of taxes we pay in Canada.  
The government should address this issue in the next election.”



RESEARCH
Research the following types of material/formal error:

● Straw Man Argument
● Slippery Slope
● Appeal to Authority
● Circular Argument
● Sunk Costs
● Post Hoc
● False Dilemma
● Bandwagon Fallacy 


